EXILE TODAY – Artistic Production Residencies
To those who no longer have a homeland, writing becomes home. Theodor W. Adorno, 1951
When you’re in exile, there is a gap between your homeland, your home, your loved ones and yourself.
So when I discovered [Adorno’s] sentence, I really felt that he is describing me. Because I feel at
home while I am reading and writing as he did in exile. […] Democracy is something really fragile.
One day it can disappear from your life. The country is losing its diversity when sending the writers to
exile. But on the other hand the advantage is that the exile brings his or her culture to another country
and enriches their culture. Those people coming from different societies under the rule of
authoritarians, they are the guardians of democracy. Can Dündar, Interview, Körber-Stiftung, 2021
For people who are persecuted for political, religious or ethnic reasons, fleeing into exile is often the
only option to safeguard their own life. This means losing their home, their social surroundings, their
everyday language and freedom in professional development. It challenges their identity.
When it comes to protecting people from persecution, Germany has a special historical responsibility.
In the National Socialist time, hundreds of thousands were disenfranchised and driven into exile.
There, many continued to be advocates for democracy, the rule of law and human rights. It is against
this backdrop that the Körber-Stiftung is committed to supporting people who are currently living in
exile in Germany – people who share democratic values and who act as intermediaries between
different worlds.
A great number of Kampnagel projects over the years have served as stages for artists living in exile.
The “Migrantpolitan” as an autonomous space created by, for and with artists in exile, the longstanding cooperation with the Hamburg-based group Hajusom, countless international guest
performances and co-productions as well as debates with artists in residence – Kampnagel as an
international arts centre is deeply committed to making these topics and aesthetics visible in the
Hamburg public sphere.
In 2021, Körber-Stiftung and Kampnagel Hamburg launched the cooperation of the production
residencies under the name EXILE TODAY. The residency programme focuses on art that is created
under the conditions of exile. The aim of this cooperation is to bring the topic of exile to the stage, to
make innovative artistic formats available to the public at large, to show the complexity of exile for
artists and to anchor the topic into the context of a culture of remembrance. This includes on the one
hand to face the general and individual aspects of exile and on the other to open a multifocal and
differentiated perspective on art in exile.
The project, scheduled for three years, is announced annually. After runs in 2021 and 2022, KörberStiftung and Kampnagel are for the third time inviting artistic projects to apply for one to six-week
residencies in Hamburg in 2023. Kampnagel will make its own stages available for the presentation of
the final works. Workshops and workshop discussions will also provide the public with insights into
the working and rehearsal process. The call for projects for 2023 has started, applications can be
submitted until June 24, 2022.
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What are we seeking to support?
The residency aims to support the production or creation and subsequent performance of either new
stage works or existing works adapted for the local context in the genres of theatre and performance or
dance. Production and performance will take place at Kampnagel Hamburg. Funding is provided for
artistic projects by exiled and non-exiled persons that deal thematically with exile from a
contemporary perspective. The experiences of political repression, resistance, persecution and
expulsion are to be given space and heard. But also the arrival in a new country, the preoccupation
with identity and the relationship to the country of exile as well as thoughts on the theoretical and
political significance of exile in society are topics that can be taken up and processed in the works, as
well as the political, activist and/or artistic development of potential in exile.

Who can apply?
This is an international call for proposals primarily addressed at artists with their own or family's
experience of exile. Due to the reality of their lives, artists living in exile have the knowledge and
experience of living in different societies; precisely because of their multi-layered identities and their
transnational character, they are in a position to become a motor of development for countries of
origin and host countries. However, artists without their own experience of exile, who nevertheless
deal with the subject of exile, are also motivated to submit applications. Awards will be made to artists
working with innovative aesthetics and formats in the genres of theatre and performance or dance.
We explicitly welcome applications from people of all genders, with disabilities, Black, Indigenous
and People of Color.

Conditions for application
•

•
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By submitting an application, the artist(s) undertake to develop and present the artistic proposal
contained therein. The stage work must be given its world or German premiere at Kampnagel or
as a site-specific performance within the City of Hamburg. Where possible, the work should be
performed in its entirety at least three times.
The artist(s) shall also develop a proposal for a programme of public information to accompany
the production. This will be realised during the rehearsal period in cooperation with Kampnagel
and Körber-Stiftung. This may include workshops, podium discussions, publications (flyers,
video), or open rehearsals, but should not place an excessive burden of work on the artistic
personnel. The intention of this side programme is to raise public awareness for the topic of exile
while at the same time granting an interested public insights into the processes of artistic creation
and rehearsal.

Timeframe
•

•

Three works will be selected for 2023, with the first to be performed in spring 2023, from
May 4 to 6, 2023 during the Days of Exile in Hamburg (April 12 to May 11, 2023), an
initiative of the Körber-Stiftung; the second in August 2023, in the context of the International
Summer Festival; the third in fall 2023, and thus at the beginning of the new season of
Kampnagel.
The one to six weeks of production and rehearsal time in Hamburg must be planned to
correspond with the specified performance period, a proposal should be included in the
application and will be discussed and fine-tuned with the Kampnagel staff later on.

What does the award encompass?
Each selected project will be provided with the following support:
•

•
•
•
•
•

A grant of up to €25,000 for the production and presentation of the work as well as the
programme of public information. This grant can be used to fund the project in its entirety or to
complement existing funding. Where additional sources of funding are included in the proposal,
they must have already been secured at the time of application.
In consultation: the use of a rehearsal studio at Kampnagel for a period of one to six weeks for
development, creation and/or adaptation of the chosen project.
Where required: travel of all necessary artistic personnel to and from Hamburg.
In consultation: accommodation for all necessary artistic personnel for the duration of their work
in Hamburg.
Technical support in creating and realising the production by Kampnagel Hamburg.
Support by Kampnagel curators/dramaturgical staff.

To apply, please send the following documents in German or English, assembled into one single
PDF file by email to: exilheute@kampnagel.de
•
•
•

•

•
•
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Completed application form
A brief project proposal of no more than 3,600 characters (including spaces)
Your answers to the questions: What is the relationship of the artist(s)/group to the topic of
EXILE TODAY? What motivates your engagement with this topic? Who does the project
address? (max. 1,800 characters including spaces)
A sketch of your proposal for the public information programme: How do you intend to
communicate your aesthetic approaches, artistic language, and, last but not least, political views
to the Hamburg public? (max. 1,800 characters including spaces)
A rough project schedule (phases, timeline) including details of any transport and accommodation
requirements the schedule entails (max. 1,800 characters including spaces)
A detailed budget and financing plan in € (columns for income and expenditure)

By submitting these documents, the applicants agree to the processing of their personal data for
purposes of evaluation by the project partners, Kampnagel and Körber-Stiftung.
Closing date
The deadline for applications is June 24, 2022 (23:59 CET)
The selected artists* will be notified about the invitation to the residency by the end of September
2022.

Jury decision
Selection of successful applicants will be made by a jury of five persons, consisting of two
representatives of Kampnagel (Corinna Humuza and Uta Lambertz), two of Körber-Stiftung
(Stephanie Lubbe and Dr. Sonja Wimschulte) and the author Ronya Othmann as an external expert on
the theme.
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EXIL HEUTE – KÜNSTLERISCHE PRODUKTIONSRESIDENZEN /
EXILE TODAY – PRODUCTION RESIDENCIES FOR ARTISTS

Kurzbeschreibung des Projekts (maximal 500 Zeichen inkl. Leerzeichen)/
Short project description (max. 500 characters incl. spaces):

Kurzbeschreibung der Gruppe bzw. des*der Künstler*in und seiner*ihrer
künstlerischen Praxis (max. 1000 Zeichen)/ Short description of the applying artist or

group and their artistic practice (max. 1000 characters incl. spaces):

Links zu Webseite, Videos und aussagekräftigem Zusatzmaterial (bitte ausschließlich
hier angeben, Anhänge mit Material werden nicht akzeptiert)/
Links to website, videos and additional material (please insert here only, attachments
to the application will not be accepted):

Projektbeteiligte (Aufzählung mit Name, Funktion, derzeitiger Wohnort)/
List of participants (incl. name, function, current residence):

Bitte hängen Sie folgende Unterlagen auf deutsch oder englisch in einer PDF
zusammengefügt an (nicht als Scan), und senden Sie diese bis zum 24.06.2022
per Mail an e xilheute@kampnagel.de /
Please attach the following documents in German or English to
this completed application form and send everything till June 2 4 , 2022 , in a
single PDF file (not as scan) by email to: exilheute@kampnagel.de
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Datum und Unterschrift (Digital) / Date and Signature (Digital)

